DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this program is not intended to be a
substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment.
We recommend consulting with your healthcare practitioner before
beginning the protocol to ensure it is a good tit and safe for you.

Welcome to Pillar #3 and your PHYSICAL TRAUMAS Alignment PDF!
You should have already started with some great new choices and action

items covered in the chemical and emotional pillars.

These all lead one into the next and are layered on top of each other to

provide you with an outline to open up and unleash your energy resources
for a whole new you! I am so excited to get this information to you

because today is the day when you learn how your physical alignment

and daily activities can either supply us (like a battery source) or rob us of
our energy resources.

Think of your spine as the framework holding up your body, just like the

frame of a car. If we drive down the road hitting potholes and curbs, well

then guess what...our vehicle gets out of alignment. When our car is out of
alignment the tires wear away (each one differently) and need to be

replaced at a much faster rate.
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Even one wheel out of alignment affects all 3 other wheels. Proper auto
maintenance is essential for the longevity of our vehicles... just like our
bodies. Our body framework is our foundation so we can either move it
(properly) or lose it!
If our spine is out of alignment, it
can put pressure on the nerves
that exit out of our spine between
each vertebra. These nerves
control every cell, tissue and
organ in our bodies. Poor posture
as a result of micro traumas,
aging, and ergonomics causes
our bodies to degrade and even
our muscles and organs to
become weak and diseased. Poor
neck posture, aka tech neck, can
leave us with an extra 601b of
weight on our shoul ders. Seriously,
as if we don't have enough weight
on our shoulders already!

Forward head posture can result in
increased pressure on the neck by

The woman seated with the
incorrect posture is causing nerve
pressure and muscle tension that
can result in pain, decreased
energy, headaches, and
countl ess other symptoms. It can
also result in bone spurs and
arthritis.
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This takes up valuable energy and can result in long term
spinal degeneration, aka BONE SPURS. The poor posture
and tech neck (left) rely on muscle tension to keep the
position, when well-aligned vertebrae (right) would do a
much better job while expending much less energy.
Action step: Side View Photo
Have someone help you with this or take a selfie with your
phone's timer.
Here's how you SHOULD line up: ears over shoulders,
shoulders over hips, hips over knees and feet.
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MOVEMENT & STRETCHING
Movement is an essential factor when it comes to health and energy in

our lives. Moving our bodies whether it's taking the dog out for a walk,

yoga, or our gym workout routine is crucial to a healthy body. It also

helps relieve stress and anxiety while improving mood. Walking outside
in the fresh air is great, especially when you're surrounded by nature.

Add some movement into your daily routine. Morning is best. If you can

carve out time for yourself in the morning it sets you up to keep winning
throughout the day and helps generate energy.
If you're into yoga, or even a beginner,

Sun Salutations are both a nice gentle

stretch coupled with strength building.

Plus, you're also doing an inversion with

your forward fold which helps to
circulate your blood.

Rebounders, the mini trampolines for

indoors, also have extremely positive

effects on our bodies because all our

cells get to vibrate. Vibration plates like

the Power Plate are great for increasing

cellular respiration and detoxification as
well. Vibration helps to maximize our

potential energy. A powerful

combination is movement in the

morning followed up with stretching.

UNDOING the chronic physical stress we have in our lives is essential for

our energy. Chronic, repetitive stress or 'micro traumas' like sitting, texting,

mouse use, add up throughout our day and compound over our lives.
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Finding an activity you like to do is key. It can also help if you change your
thinking and your saying from "working out" to "training or practice" and
your "have to" to a "get to". Each day I "get to" practice yoga.

Top 7 things to do physically to improve your energy:
1. Movement:
Focus on 20 minutes or walking or any
type of full body movement for a
minimum of 3-4 days per week.
Calendar your movement time! Put it
in there (you learned this in the
EMOTION pillar)
Sitting is the new smoking. Sitting is to
your spine what sugar is to your
teeth, not good. Invest in a Sit/Stand
workspace. Working from home you
can get up from your desk and move
your laptop to the kitchen counter for
30-40% of your workday.
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2. Posture:
The basics for energy improvement.

O

Pull your belly button to your

spine

O

Head back over your shoulders

O

Pelvis in a neutral position (not

rocked forward with a sway back

or tucked under like in a fetal
position)

O

Think tall as if a cord is attached

to the top of your head and it's

being pulled up

Cues to remind us to POSTURE CHECK:
0

Walking past a mirror

0

Passing through a doorway (making your entrance)

0

Standing in a line or sitting in a chair
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3. Spinal Hygiene:
These movements are essential to our healthy spines and the energy

generating system of our bodie s. Do this after lunch to generate energy
for your afternoon. (see stretches on pg. 12)
Full spinal range of motion routine:

G

Bend side to side as far as you can

G

Forward and back as far as you

can (bending forward one
vertebra at a time)

G

Rotate your upper body from your

waist to each side as far as you can

Check out my Youtube channel for easy spinal hygiene moves that will

fuel your energy tank.

4. Ergonomics:
Clean up your environment (workspace and leisure).

IJ

Standing work station

Sitting work station

Tech neck

Desk: if using a laptop add a stand, keyboard, and wireless mouse. Best
option is to have a monitor as well.
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Tech Neck: instead of looking down at our phones hold it in front of you like

you're facetiming. This one thing will save you so much fatigue in your
neck muscles and take pressure off your spinal cord.

5. Break the inactivity cycle:
Stand up and move every 50 min
(every 30 min is even better).

Set a time on your phone when you

plan to sit for 50 plus minutes...you can reset

it every 50 min.

Spinal hygiene micro moment: standing

rotation letting your arms spin free to gently
tap your back and kidney area for improved
longevity.
Check out the free resources on my website DrLeahMeadows.com

6. Stretching:
Stretching helps prevent injuries, increase flexibility, keeps us

feeling young, relieves tension, and helps us with good posture.
Here are the foundational stretches for your daily routine.
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Daily Stretches
G Each of these stretches will be performed for both sides of the body
G For each stretch move till you hit your maximum range of motion and
hold for 5 seconds
Perform 3 time on each side

G
G Make sure you continue breathing with a relaxed face while stretching

Neck Rotation

Neck Lateral Flexion

Rotate head to one side as far
as possible and hold.

Pull left arm down and across while
laterally flexing head to the right.

Neck Extension

Neck Flexion

Extend head as far as possible
and hold.

Flex head forward as far as
possible and hold.
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Spinal Forward Flexion

Spinal Backward Extension

With knees straight, slowly bend

With knees straight slowly

forward and flexspine as much

extend backward as possible

Spinal Lateral Flexion

Spinal Rotation

With knees straight bend to the

Firmly plant feet on ground

as possible.

side and slide your hand down

your leg as far as possible and

hold.

and hold.

shoulder width apart. Clasp

hands while posteriorly

rotating head, shoulders and
hips as far as possible and
hold.
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7. Fasting:
Fasting doesn't have to be scary. You can start by skipping breakfast

and compressing your eating window to 8 hours and not eating but only
drinking water for 16 hours. That would look like eating between the

hours of 10am-6pm. You can slide the time frame to earlier or later to tit
in with your lifestyle.

7 benefits of fasting:

l

Autophagy - "self eating" blood cells naturally removes cell
debris and gets rid of the underperforming and the "sick and
tired" cells.

2

Stem Cells increase- often called master cells, often increase
during and after a fast.

3

Ketones- they help to down regulate cellular inflammation.
They heal our gut as well as our brain, after day 3 your body
adapts.

4

Energy Diversion- the energy it takes to metabolize food
gets shifted to healing your body.

5

Hormone Optimization- rapid increase in Growth Hormone.
Cells become more sensitive to the positive effects of
good hormones.

6

Reset Microbiome- provides a break from food allowing the body
to 'heal and seal' the gut lining.

7

Reset DNA - down regulates bad gene expression and up
regulates the good.
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8. SLEEP:
Sleep 7-9 hours a night if possible.
Schedule 30 minutes more than what
you're used to if your typical sleep cycle
is less than 6 hours. Gone are the
beliefs that we can exist on 5-6 hours
of sleep per night and be healthy,
sharp, and at our optimal performance.
Our weekly production decreases by
30% with less than eight hours of sleep.
This can put us in a chronic state of
fatigue which makes us vulnerable to
colds, flus, and chronic diseases.
Sleep health hacks:

O

No food or drinks (except water) 2 hours prior to sleep (fast 2 hours)

O

No electronics l hour before bed (the blue light is a sleep

O

disruptor) (e-fast l hour)
Turn off Wi-Fi on your devices in the bedroom/ set phone to

airplane mode

O

Cool vs hot room

O

Heavy or weighted blanket

O

Cover all small ligh ts (light on a cable box, Alexa, alarm clock)

O
O

Dark room (think "black out blinds") or mask for melatonin
production
Pray/ Journal
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8. Breath is life! Learn a breathing technique:
Box breathing is a way to stabilize our
oxygen ( 02) intake with our carbon
monoxide ( CO2) output and give us
the most balanced, energy rich

breath ing. It decreases our anxiety

and down regulates our sympathetic

nervous system. The sympathetic

nervous system prepares the body for

the "tight or flight" response during any
potential danger. Our

parasympathetic nervous system

inhibits the body from overworking and

restores the body to a calm and

composed state.

Do this every time you need to calm down or when you feel anxiety.
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SUMMARY
Knowledge is power and now you have the information you need to get

started on your journey to the energized life you deserve. Apply these
action steps to give you more energy than you've had in a long time!
Can't wait for you to feel more energized and ready to take on any

challenges you have coming your way. Remember it takes 21 days to build

a healthy habit. You don't have to do all of these but try for at

least 3. They all build upon each other. If you can't pick for yourself then

begin with these and you will have an amazing start.

1. Stretching
2. Sleep health hacks
3. Spinal hygiene
Remember to subscribe to get even more free resources

https://www.instagram.com/drleahmeadows/

So excited to be on this journey with you and I can't wait to hear about

your results!

Yours in health,
Dr. Leah Meadows
Additional Resources & My Personal Favorites:
If you're looking for equipment that can help you getting more active and

even help you get motivated ...think gear and apparel... ! have all my

favorites picks easily organized just for you.

https://www.amazon.com/shop/drleahmeadows
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